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You can find the link that our company offer in site to download and install One Human Minute By
Stanislaw Lem By purchasing the affordable cost and obtain completed downloading, you have actually
finished to the first stage to get this One Human Minute By Stanislaw Lem It will be nothing when having
bought this publication and also not do anything. Review it and also disclose it! Invest your few time to
simply read some sheets of web page of this publication One Human Minute By Stanislaw Lem to read. It
is soft documents and simple to review wherever you are. Enjoy your new habit.

From Publishers Weekly
The noted science-fiction writer blurs the boundaries between present and future, fiction and nonfiction, in
this collection of three apocryphal essays. "One Human Minute" purports to be a review of a book collecting
statistics on everything that occurs on Earth in 60 seconds; in fact, it's a meditation on the nature of reality
and the meaning of human behaviorplus a wickedly funny satire of publishing. "The Upside-Down
Evolution" chronicles the metamorphosis of 21st century armaments from nuclear stockpiles into micro-
armies of "synsects," deadly machines so tiny and elusive that conventional weapons are helpless against
them. "The World As Cataclysm" pretends to be an introduction to a book of the same title; it sees the
emergence of humanity as the end result of a series of catastrophic, chance occurrences that killed off other
species with just as good a claim to rule the world. ("The laws of Nature act not in spite of random events but
through them," he concludes.) Lem's delightful sense of humor accentuates his essential seriousness about
humanity's possible fate. February 17
Copyright 1986 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review
The noted science-fiction writer blurs the boundaries between present and future, fiction and nonfiction, in
this collection of three apocryphal essays. "One Human Minute" purports to be a review of a book collecting
statistics on everything that occurs on Earth in 60 seconds; in fact, it's a meditation on the nature of reality
and the meaning of human behaviorplus a wickedly funny satire of publishing. "The Upside-Down
Evolution" chronicles the metamorphosis of 21st century armaments from nuclear stockpiles into micro-
armies of "synsects," deadly machines so tiny and elusive that conventional weapons are helpless against
them. "The World As Cataclysm" pretends to be an introduction to a book of the same title; it sees the
emergence of humanity as the end result of a series of catastrophic, chance occurrences that killed off other
species with just as good a claim to rule the world. ("The laws of Nature act not in spite of random events but
through them," he concludes.) Lem's delightful sense of humor accentuates his essential seriousness about
humanity's possible fate. (Publishers Weekly )

Along the lines of A Perfect Vacuum (1979), the three slender pieces here - apparently of recent vintage -
start out as reviews of nonexistent books, but soon develop into essays that straddle the borderline between
fiction and non-fiction. The title piece discusses a book that purports to describe, in statistical form, the
entire human race during a single minute of time. Thus, "casualties from falling meteors are rare. .
.0.0000001 persons per minute die that way"; and "if all humanity - those five billion bodies - were cast into



the ocean, the water level would rise less than a hundredth of a millimeter. A single splash, and Earth would
be forever unpopulated." "The Upside-Down Evolution" is a provocative, frightening, and plausible look at
weapons systems of the 21st century: huge, expensive, malfunction-prone, human-operated and controlled
weapons (planes, tanks, submarines, etc.) will be replaced by myriads of artificial insects, tailored to perform
any desired function; human generals and grunts alike are thus rendered supernumerary. In the final piece,
"The World as Cataclysm," Lem argues that the formation of Earth, and later the evolution of the human
species, are the results of wildly unlikely coincidences. The chances that humanity will encounter another
intelligent race are, therefore, small; we should concentrate our attentions on stars having a galactic location
and developmental history similar to that of our own sun. Brief but stimulating work, much less belligerent
than Microworlds (1984), with the concerns here for once scaled down to a level readily assimilated by mere
humans. (Kirkus Reviews )

Language Notes
Text: English, Polish (translation)
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through them," he concludes.) Lem's delightful sense of humor accentuates his essential seriousness about
humanity's possible fate. February 17
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The noted science-fiction writer blurs the boundaries between present and future, fiction and nonfiction, in
this collection of three apocryphal essays. "One Human Minute" purports to be a review of a book collecting
statistics on everything that occurs on Earth in 60 seconds; in fact, it's a meditation on the nature of reality
and the meaning of human behaviorplus a wickedly funny satire of publishing. "The Upside-Down
Evolution" chronicles the metamorphosis of 21st century armaments from nuclear stockpiles into micro-
armies of "synsects," deadly machines so tiny and elusive that conventional weapons are helpless against
them. "The World As Cataclysm" pretends to be an introduction to a book of the same title; it sees the
emergence of humanity as the end result of a series of catastrophic, chance occurrences that killed off other
species with just as good a claim to rule the world. ("The laws of Nature act not in spite of random events but
through them," he concludes.) Lem's delightful sense of humor accentuates his essential seriousness about
humanity's possible fate. (Publishers Weekly )

Along the lines of A Perfect Vacuum (1979), the three slender pieces here - apparently of recent vintage -
start out as reviews of nonexistent books, but soon develop into essays that straddle the borderline between
fiction and non-fiction. The title piece discusses a book that purports to describe, in statistical form, the
entire human race during a single minute of time. Thus, "casualties from falling meteors are rare. .
.0.0000001 persons per minute die that way"; and "if all humanity - those five billion bodies - were cast into
the ocean, the water level would rise less than a hundredth of a millimeter. A single splash, and Earth would
be forever unpopulated." "The Upside-Down Evolution" is a provocative, frightening, and plausible look at



weapons systems of the 21st century: huge, expensive, malfunction-prone, human-operated and controlled
weapons (planes, tanks, submarines, etc.) will be replaced by myriads of artificial insects, tailored to perform
any desired function; human generals and grunts alike are thus rendered supernumerary. In the final piece,
"The World as Cataclysm," Lem argues that the formation of Earth, and later the evolution of the human
species, are the results of wildly unlikely coincidences. The chances that humanity will encounter another
intelligent race are, therefore, small; we should concentrate our attentions on stars having a galactic location
and developmental history similar to that of our own sun. Brief but stimulating work, much less belligerent
than Microworlds (1984), with the concerns here for once scaled down to a level readily assimilated by mere
humans. (Kirkus Reviews )

Language Notes
Text: English, Polish (translation)

Most helpful customer reviews

13 of 14 people found the following review helpful.
STATISTICAL TRUTH
By Hank Napkin
Stanislaw Lem is one among the few authors to look frankly at the human condition, define the perceptual
boundaries that shape our awareness, our cultures and our potential, and tell us that, despite our nearly
crippling ways of being, what we have we must hold dear.

"One Human Minute" is only one aspect of this dressed-down yet curiously uplifting view of being human,
adding a statistical perspective to his perhaps better-known characterizations of isolation, loss and pain.
"Solaris" and its mirror "The Invincible", as well as the staggeringly dark "Fiasco" each demonstrate the
variety, texture and opacity of the walls which make us what we are while simultaneously delimiting our
awareness of outer and inner existence. The persistence of these works in bringing the reader face-to-face
with unknowability should drive out many of the preconceptions on which we base our sense of self. Free of
the musical ditties that, with drowning sentimentality falsely reassure us close encounters of any kind will
forever be of the all-singing, all-dancing variety, Lem tells us instead that we are each on our own and that
there's really nothing all that terrible about it. As long as we recognize the limitless limitations.

"One Human Minute" provides a less emotional exploration of our being. Here, Lem puts us objectively in
our places -- one among the masses, defined by shared parameters, weights and measures that cut deeply into
our personal sense of "uniqueness". It is a bracing perspective, one that is hardly popular, despite being the
only cure for our species' overbearing, top-of-the-foodchain hubris. He is gone now, but his work and his
ideas will continue to compel anyone willing to openly think about what it means to be, to see the world with
less of a tint. Or is it taint?

7 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
definitely recommended
By Brendan D F Hanberry
I recommend the first essay to anyone; it is a beautifully written and insightful description of humanity from
a point of view I tend to agree with, and uses quite a bit of very interesting data which I have a hard time
imagining how Lem got a hold of (unless of course it was all fabricated, but that would generally defeat the
point of the essay). The book is conveniently short (the copy I read was 102 pages), but it's clear Lem did not
leave out anything for brevity's sake. Each essay takes up a third of the book, but what I take issue with is
their placement.

The first is by far the most interesting and philosophical, while the next is still quite creative but has much



less in the way of social commentary and much more in the way of technical speculation. The second essay
is simply a speculative history of 21st-century warfare, and while very creative, cannot compare to the depth
of the first.

The third is entirely out of the realm of science fiction or philosophy, instead discussing the string of unlikely
occurrences leading to the development of life on earth and subsequently of humanity, and while certainly
very well thought-out, is much more dry than the other two and seems to belong more in a scientific journal
than its present location.

Thus the book as a whole is almost anti-climactic after the essay which comprises the first third, departing
from the general (and rational) writing technique even Lem seems to have adopted of constructing texts so as
to pull the reader towards the conclusion.

Contrary to the official book description, only the first of these purports to be a review of a nonexistent book;
the second simply claims to summarize a secret archive of books from the future, while the third is an essay
on cosmic history and the unlikeliness of extraterrestrial intelligence.

The title essay, at least, easily equals Lem's best works such as Fiasco, and I expect it to appear commonly in
philosophy classes someday.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Interesting trio of essays
By Rich M.
This book is a series of three science fiction-tinged essays by one of THE great science fiction writers. The
title refers to one about a book that covers what happens on the planet every minute, and how the book is
updated and computerized until it becomes a power unto itself. The other essays follow the search for
intelligent life and the chances for finding it, and a look at the history of warfare from the point-of-view of a
book from 2150, and manages to make some pretty accurate predictions.

See all 5 customer reviews...
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fiction and non-fiction. The title piece discusses a book that purports to describe, in statistical form, the
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"The World as Cataclysm," Lem argues that the formation of Earth, and later the evolution of the human
species, are the results of wildly unlikely coincidences. The chances that humanity will encounter another
intelligent race are, therefore, small; we should concentrate our attentions on stars having a galactic location
and developmental history similar to that of our own sun. Brief but stimulating work, much less belligerent
than Microworlds (1984), with the concerns here for once scaled down to a level readily assimilated by mere
humans. (Kirkus Reviews )
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Text: English, Polish (translation)
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